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Wagga CLSD Program Meeting Minutes 

11:00am | 26 August 2021 | MS Teams 

Participants: Keryn Foley, Kate Halliday, Emily Bruton + Jess (ALS), Sue Killham, Hai-Van Nguyen, 
Courtney Law, Craig Maxwell, Julie Maron, Kyle Burgess, Beth Van Baast, Sally White, Annette 
Weeks, Michelle Ellis, Paul Fernon, Elizabeth Meakin, Jenny Atkinson, Thom Paton, Alana Spinks, 
Linda Meyns, Yarrul Saffery Williams, Julie Bye, Kerry Wright, Vanessa Jennings, Lou Shuter, Shannon 
Gossip 

1. Opening 

• Acknowledgement of Country

• General welcome

Chair 

Julie Maron, SIC Legal Aid NSW Riverina Murray Regional Office opens the meeting and 
pays respects to Wiradjuri elders and TOs and Aboriginal colleagues. 

2. Introductions 

• New members to introduce themselves with name,
role and organisation

Alana Spinks  
Jessica Judd  
Sally White  
Elizabeth Meakin 

- Liz Meakin case worker at Edel Quin homeless service working with people at risk 
over the age of 18, mainly men, 16 rooms temporary accommodation, also 
providing outreach services.

- Alana Spinks new rural financial counsellor based in Tumut, relocated from Central 
Coast, helping farmers in financial hardship or at risk of financial hardship.

- Sue Killham, Narrandera Library and Centrelink agency, Community Development 
Shire Council.

- Sally White Marathon Health, Together Home Program, transitioning people out of 
homelessness, work with Argyle Housing,  and providing intensive support for 2 
years addressing issues that lead to homelessness

3. Guest speakers 

• DCJ - Inmate Early Assessment Scheme

• No To Violence (NTV)

Martin Crockford 
Nathan Corbett 

Martin Crockford 

Contact: crockford2@dcj.nsw.gov.au 

DCJ Housing State-wide Services, Mittagong based manager, the service sits between the 

operational and policy spheres within DCJ. 

mailto:crockford2@dcj.nsw.gov.au
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Scheme – Inmate Early Assessment Scheme – see slides 

Questions from participants 

Annette Weeks: What can be offered to a client who is banned from temporary 

accommodation? Can they apply? Correctional Centre said client not eligible for Set To Go 

– what options are there? Martin offers to look at the client’s situation.  They are a parolee 

so would be eligible for the Early Inmate Assessment Scheme.  However need to have 

more detail about the specifics of the client.  

Lisa RA: An issue coming up at housing forums is when inmates leave with inadequate 

supplies of medication – what wrap around support is available?  Inmates typically leave 

with 3 days medication.   

Martin responds by saying that early engagement of housing provider with client at first 

meeting with parole officer is really important which facilitates connections between 

Community Corrections and housing providers.  Certain referrals are made for clients and 

Community Corrections should be addressing the referral for medication, we hope that the 

exchange of information will facilitate this happening more smoothly. Health information is 

shared with the housing provider when the client is released.   

SHMT CHP – means social housing management community housing providers – the 

regional social housing providers. 

How is an application made under Set to Go?  Applicants must use a paper form that is 

sent by Corrective Services while person in prison. 

Question from Craig: Is there provision for inmates to make contact and begin to engage 

with services such as Pathways Murrumbidgee, and other case management, prior to their 

release in preference to post release? 

Martin – this is quite complex we are working on another project with the Community 

Restorative Centre to co-locate CRC officers in housing office.  

 

Nathan Corbett – NTV 

Contact: NathanC@ntv.org.au  

Nathan acknowledges Darug country, in the foothills of the Blue Mountains. 

No to Violence (NTV) is the national peak body for organisations working on men’s 

behaviour change (MBC) programs.  MBC programs are not anger management, not 

general counselling, they are highly specific for men who use DVFV, and are designed to 

bring about changes in behaviour.  Services need to meet criteria to be a MBC, including 

qualifications provided by ECAV. Practice standards and compliance must be met.  NTV 

coordinates those providers.  In NSW there are 17 registered providers –full and 

provisional. 

mailto:NathanC@ntv.org.au
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NTV has their main office in Melbourne but is a national organisation. 

Nathan is part of the NSW team, has been in the role for 6 months and before this was 

police officer. 

1800 RESPECT number is the number to access the Men’s Referral Service (MRS) which is 

offered by NTV to men who use violence. 

In NSW the MRS will work with men referred to them by police, courts, DCJ, family court 

and self-referral.  MRS counsellors speak to men to see if they should be referred to  a 

MBC provider and other referrals. 

In NSW NTV DCJ and NSW Police have developed an automatic referral process (ARP) so 

that any man who comes to police notice, and who is charged with an offence, is referred 

to the MRS.   Police must tell the man that they intend to make the referral and the man 

must be neutral or positive about that referral before MRS will make the phone call.   The 

safety of women and children is paramount.  

Best case scenario is that the man is contacted by the MRS and then referred to a MBC 

provider and engagement process starts.  Among the 17 MBC providers the program 

length varies from a 16 to 20 week program.  The MBC group programs are run by male 

and female facilitators to demonstrate respectful relationships.   Not all men referred are 

suitable for programs, a man needs to accept that his behaviour needs to change.  The 

focus is on men who are ready for change.  There are 12 to 14 participants in each group 

program.  Another aspect of MRS is the brief intervention service which is for high risk 

people waiting to get in to MBC program.   

What areas are serviced by MBC in this region and how we make referrals? 

Relationships Australia provide the services for Wagga Wagga and a number of 

surrounding towns. 

Keryn - Safe program – Caring dads 17 week program to support men to improve 

parenting. 

Edel Quin – a lot of men with ADVOs against them and men who are victims.  Are they 

engaged with the local MBC? Not aware of referrals. 

How can we refer men?  Use the 1800 RESPECT  which now focuses on referrals for men 

who use violence.   

NTV has developed another program for men who are excluded from home and is looking 

at expanding this from Victoria to NSW.  This is an ongoing issue that we are trying to 

address at a government level, need to look at the whole problem.   NSW has taken a more 

punitive approach to domestic violence whereas Victoria has a different model of referring 

both parties to assistance.  The ARP was our chance start doing that in NSW.  Behaviour is 

not going to occur simply through policing.  
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NTV would like referral rates to pick up from police and courts but again need to balance 

this with our capacity.   

Linda Meyns Legal Aid 82. 

NSW:  we find ourselves talking to men with big fines and violent background who are 

looking for opportunities for clients to change.  Could MBC and MRS be a WDO sponsor? 

Do you have any tips for us in making a referral? 

Nathan: 1800 RESPECT is the first port, give them the card, or you can engage them in a 

conversation.  Not all men are ready and may not know until they give it a go. If you think 

he may benefit suggest it.  Does he want to stay in the cycle?  

Hai-Van Nguyen:  We act for large number of victims seeking victims’ support.  Are courts 

referring or taking their participation in program into account when sentencing?  Are there 

any reports about the levels of uptake in programs when referrals made by police? 

Nathan: Some courts are really great and have good relationship with local service – we 

are trying to work that out.  Can be mitigating factor in sentencing.  Motivation needs to be 

genuine and will be assessed as part of the intake process.  Risk assessment is at forefront 

of programs. 

Yanul from Relationships Australia: we also offer Safer Pathways for men victims, also 

counselling services and run counselling services for victims.  Will send resources to 

Shannon (Lou).   

Nsw@ntv.org.au 

 

4. Emerging issues and action plan update 

• What issues/problems are you seeing? How could the 
partnership help to address these? 

• Updates on the CLSD action plan 

All 

 Julie: what we would like to do is get an idea of the actions that are a priority, that we 

should be looking at now. 

Kerry Wright CLE team at Legal Aid NSW:  I would like to offer regional CLE,  we have 

technology, we recently ran CLE with South Coast partners on-line.  We are happy to offer 

CLE  on any topic. 

Linda Meyns Work and Development Order and Fines Service Legal Aid NSW: public health 

order fines are being issued all over the place. We are seeing them in the Far West. 

Reminder that people can be referred to the WDO and Fine Service for review, write off or 

a WDO.  Recently held a webinar on quarantine fees and our team is doing a WDO sponsor 

forum in Wagga Wagga region in next few months.  

mailto:Nsw@ntv.org.au
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Jenny Atkinson raises the issue of young people don’t have any finances to communicate, 

no accommodation, who don’t have access to phones or data for phones, CEDAP had some 

funding to assist but unclear whether this is still available. 

Job Agencies can help - if young people are registered. This would be the best avenue.  

Approach them as first contact.  NSW Public Libraries offer free WIFI for example at 

Narrandera it is available from 10am to 5pm, also smaller towns have rural agencies for 

Centrelink who offer free WIFI – publicising this during lockdown – any Centrelink client 

can get free access outside the library.   

Optus customers can donate data if they don’t use it – MA, Smith Family and Salvation 

Army are involved in this program. 

TAFE – Nicholas advises that most of their students do have challenges in internet and 

phone but that if you enrol in course you can get access at any TAFE in the state.  If we are 

closed can sit outside and use the WIFI.  

Libraries hand out passwords to their free WiFi very freely. 

Lou Shuter- any chance to share the email list Family Law Pathways – events coming up. 

Question from Liz from Edel Quin regarding public health orders and people at risk of 

homelessness, recently a young person leaving one LGA to go to another LGA where 

accommodation is was stopped by the police at the train station and sent back.  Courtney 

from Legal Aid will follow up directly with Edel Quin. 

 

5. What is coming up? 

• Update on upcoming events 
All 

If you have any upcoming events you would like to share with the group send them to 
Shannon 

7.  Co-ordinator update 

• Newsletter/regular communication 
Shannon Gossip 

8.  Next meeting 

• 11 November 2021 via Teams 
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Inmate Early Assessment Scheme

Supporting Inmates Exiting Custody
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What is the Inmate Early Assessment Scheme? 

• The Inmate Early Assessment Scheme (IEAS) is the name that DCJ 

Housing has given to simple changes made to business practices for 

supporting inmates exiting custody on parole. 

• These changes came into effect for DCJ Housing on Monday 2 

November 2020. The scheme was further rolled out to Social Housing 

Management Transfer (SHMT) Community Housing Providers (CHPs) 

in April and May 2021. 

• The IEAS aims to impact two Premier’s Priorities – Reducing 

Homelessness and Reducing Recidivism in the Prison Population. 
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What does the IEAS Involve? 

• Central to the IEAS is Social Housing Providers (DCJ Housing and 

SHMT CHP) and CSNSW working closely together, with a view toward 

suitable housing and adequate wrap around supports being secured 

for parolees post release.

• There are several specific changes to how inmates are provided 

assistance under the IEAS. For example, inmates being released on 

parole can now apply for housing assistance up to three months from 

release, through the contacting the Housing Contact Centre (HCC). 

• The specific changes under the IEAS are explored in more detail in the 

following slides. 
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Change No. 1

• Inmates released on parole can now apply for housing assistance up 

to three months out from their release date, by contacting a dedicated 

phone line within the HCC. 

• The HCC will review the application and then forward it to the local 

Housing District, for their information. 

• In the past inmates in custody have been able to apply for housing 

assistance, however this has been through completing paper forms. 

The IEAS streamlines this process for parolees, providing a 

designated phone number they can contact. 
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• Inmates can also apply for Temporary Accommodation up to two 

months out from release under the Set to Go program, where CSNSW 

have a confirmed release date. 

• Set to Go is a collaboration between the HCC and CSNSW that 

provides pre-booked short term accommodation to eligible CSNSW 

clients who are being released imminently from prison.

• Set to Go should only be utilised where other reasonable housing 

options for an inmate have been explored and are not available. 

Change No. 2
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Change No. 3

• CSNSW will send the following information to the DCJ Housing 

District/SHMT CHP two or three days prior to the inmate’s release:

• Copy of the reporting arrangements

• Copy of the offender’s case plan (or other relevant excerpts 

from other documentation that relate to medical, capacity to 

sustain tenancy, supports that will be in place to manage 

reoffending)

• Copy of the form used to pre-book TA through Set to Go. 
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Change No. 4

• Where possible, CSNSW will facilitate contact with the local DCJ 

Housing Office/SHMT CHP as part of the inmate’s first attendance with 

their parole officer. 

• Where the phone call to the local DCJ Housing/SHMT CHP office 

takes place, it will mean that all parties hear and understand what 

everyone’s roles and responsibilities are. 
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Change No. 5

• CSNSW and DCJ Housing/SHMT CHP staff will work together to 

ensure that inmates have adequate wrap around supports in place 

post release: 

a) CSNSW are responsible for referrals to services that are 

relevant to reducing reoffending. 

b) DCJ Housing/SHMT CHPs are responsible for referrals to 

services that are relevant to finding and sustaining housing. 
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Change No. 6

• Local CSNSW and DCJ Housing/SHMT CHP teams will build strong 

working relationships.

• The ability for local CSNSW and DCJ Housing/SHMT CHP teams to 

be able to exchange information, understand each other’s businesses 

and work collaboratively is imperative to the success of the IEAS. 

• Districts and SHMT CHPs will drive local governance, taking whatever 

approach is best tailored to them (e.g. monthly meetings). 
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What About Inmates Being Released End of Sentence? 

• Inmates being released from custody end of sentence (i.e. not on 

parole) are not eligible for the IEAS, and will be supported under DCJ 

Housing’s existing BAU practices for supporting inmates exiting 

custody.

• The one exception to this are the changes to the Set to Go program, 

as identified previously in the presentation. 
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Thankyou! 
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